WETA
26.1, 26.4 Over the Air
Comcast: 26, 220
Cox: 26, 802, 1026
Fios: 26, 471, 526
RCN: 26, 613
Dish Network: 8076

At-Home Learning

April 6th - 10th

MONDAY | TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY | FRIDAY
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
8:00 AM | READY JET GO! Science/Engineering | PEG + CAT Math | CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG Science/Engineering | CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG Science/Engineering |
8:30 AM | PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC The Arts | PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC The Arts | SUPER WHY! Literacy | SUPER WHY! Literacy |
9:00 AM | SESAME STREET Social & Emotional Learning, Literacy, Math | SESAME STREET Social & Emotional Learning, Literacy, Math | WORDWORLD Literacy | WORDWORLD Literacy |
9:30 AM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
10:00 AM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
10:30 AM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
11:00 AM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
11:30 AM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
12:00 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
12:30 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
1:00 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
1:30 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
2:00 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
2:30 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
3:00 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
3:30 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
4:00 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |
4:30 PM | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science | NATURE Science |

- **Pre-K - 3rd**
- **Grades 4-8**
- **Grades 9-12**

---

**Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed the World**

Math/Science

**Native America**

From Caves to Cosmos

Social Studies

Nature to Nations

Social Studies

Cities of the Sky

Social Studies

New World Rising

Social Studies

**Greece**

Cavemen to Kings

History

The Good Strife

History

Chasing Greatness

History

Africa's Great Civilizations

History

---

**Peep and the Big Wide World**

Math/Science

**Sesame Street**

Social & Emotional Learning, Literacy, Math

**Super Why!**

Literacy

**Clifford the Big Red Dog**

Science/Engineering

**Pinkalicious & Peterrific**

The Arts

---

**Nature**

Raising the Dinosaur Giant

Science

India's Wandering Lions

Science

Naledi: Jungle Animal Hospital

Science

Giraffes: Africa's Gentle Giants

Science

Snowbound: Animals of Winter

Science

---

**Native America**

Nature to Nations

Social Studies

Cities of the Sky

Social Studies

New World Rising

Social Studies

---

**Greece**

Cavemen to Kings

History

The Good Strife

History

Chasing Greatness

History

Africa's Great Civilizations

History

---

**Stephen Hawking**

Math/Science

---
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